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Chemistry at the surface of solid particles in colloidal dispersions is important in the description of such
diverse topics as nutrient and contaminant flow in the environment and the creation of better paints and
cosmetics. Particles in these systems are often characterized by molecular-level, surface heterogeneity. This
molecular heterogeneity influences many aspects of the chemical processes of interest, among the simplest of
which is physisorption. In this study we construct adsorption isotherms for the triphenylmethane dye Malachite
Green on various latex particles using the flow through Second Harmonic Generation (ftSHG) technique.
This technique makes it possible to construct significantly higher resolution isotherms than conventional
separation methods. Here we chose both particles that we expect to be chemically homogeneous (plain
polystyrene) and particles whose surface we expect to have molecular level heterogeneity (carboxylated and
hydroxylated polystyrene). We find that, using the ftSHG isotherms, we are able to quantify the adsorption
energies and site densities of multiple adsorption sites on the carboxylated and hydroxylated polystyrene
particles but find only a single type of adsorption site on the plain polystyrene. We expect the ability to
measure adsorption site energy and density on chemically heterogeneous latex colloids will be useful in the
creation of better biosensors and that the application of ftSHG to other chemically heterogeneous colloids
should provide insight into a variety of natural and engineered processes.

1. Introduction
Much of the chemistry that confers useful properties on the
products we use, helps our body function effectively, and
controls the quality of the environment in which we live is
heterogeneous. Often this chemistry occurs at the surface of
solid particles in colloidal dispersions. An understanding of the
molecular mechanisms of adsorption and reaction at such
particle surfaces should give insight into, for example, the
stability of microorganisms in the marine water column, help
in understanding the dispersion rates of contaminants in the
groundwater of certain aquifers, and may aid in the development
of better products: more stable paint and cosmetics and more
efficient biosensors.1-4
Detailed chemical knowledge of these environments requires
characterizing the number of adsorbates at the particle surface,
their orientation or conformation and, if adsorption is specific,
the functional group/functional group association by which it
is mediated. Classical surface science techniques (such as XPS
and TEM) typically involve the use of electrons or molecules
as probes and are thus generally unsuitable for solid/liquid
interfaces.5 While often applied to measure adsorbate conformation at planar interfaces,6 scanning probe techniques are difficult
to apply to colloidal systems without first immobilizing the
particles on some kind of surface, as is commonly done for
particle size measurements.7 Conventional (i.e. linear) spectro†
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scopic measurements of adsorbed species typically require either
difficult cancellation of a large bulk signal (e.g., H1 NMR of
water adsorbed on silica8), special sample geometry (e.g.,
attenuated total reflectance FTIR9), or are not generally applicable to all adsorbates on all types of particles (e.g., surface
enhanced Raman10).
The simplest method of quantifying adsorption on solid
surfaces in colloidal dispersions is through an adsorption
isotherm. In principle, an adsorption isotherm reflects the details
of interaction of an adsorbate with a surface: e.g., does an
adsorbing molecule interact with the surface specifically or
nonspecifically, if adsorption is specific is there one surface
functional group engaged in interaction with the surface or
many, do the adsorbates interact with each other, and does
multilayer adsorption occur? Typically, this sort of plot is
generated via a separation protocol: a series of samples of
constant particle concentration, but with variable amounts of
analyte, are created and allowed to interact. After interaction,
the particles are separated from the sample (most often with
either centrifugation or filtration) and the resulting depletion
of the analyte in the remaining bulk solution is measured. This
procedure is time-consuming and therefore such analyses are
often restricted to a small number of samples.11
Understanding many adsorbate/colloid systems requires a
knowledge of the number and relative energies of any adsorption
sites present. For example,12,13 understanding of the fate of Cu
in groundwater hinges on the recognition that it adsorbs on clay
minerals by three different mechanisms (each of which may be
independently enhanced or suppressed with changes in pH, ionic
strength, or competition from other adsorbates). In the past, the
presence of discrete adsorption sites has often been determined
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by spectroscopic methods with relative adsorption energies
calculated (from bulk thermodynamic quantities or direct
molecular simulation of the surface). Often such measurements
require relatively inaccessible equipment (synchrotron based
X-ray absorption spectroscopies) or are relatively time-consuming (electronic structure calculations of surface systems containing several hundred atoms). In principle, the presence of
multiple adsorption sites (although not their chemical identity)
and the relative density and energy of these sites can be inferred
from adsorption isotherms. If possible, such measurements
would provide useful insight into relatively complex adsorption that is difficult to gain by other means. The application
of adsorption isotherms in this manner has most often been
limited by the relatively small number of measurements in
the typical experiment: a sufficiently coarse sampling of the
isotherm obscures subtle changes in curvature that may provide
physical insight. The ability to quantitatively distinguish multiple
and single site adsorption on particle surfaces in colloidal
dispersions thus requires a method that can sensitively and
rapidly make many measurements. Such a method could be
extremely useful in the mechanistic understanding of virtually
all molecular processes that occur at particle surfaces.
Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) is an interface specific
second-order optical process14,15 with sensitivity to <1% of a
monolayer in many cases and general applicability to both
equilibrium and dynamical properties at various planar interfaces.16,17 Ten years ago the unambiguous application of SHG
to adsorbates on aqueous colloids was demonstrated.18 Since
then SHG has been used to characterize adsorption at the surface
of soft colloids,19 on mineral colloids,20 of dye molecules,
surfactants, and polypeptides on latex,21-23 as well as colloidal
surface potential and charge density.24 The automation of both
SHG measurement and sample creation, using a flow through
system (ftSHG),21 has made it possible to create relatively highresolution adsorption isotherms (i.e., more than 100 measurements) in a fraction of the time necessary to create a lowresolution isotherm (i.e., 5-10 measurements), using the
separation protocol.
Latex microparticles are often used as in situ biosensors
because of their relative ease of functionalization and large
surface area.25,26 To fully exploit these particles as scaffolds
for subsequent sensor design it would be useful to have
molecular level information on the number of functional groups
at their surfaces. Polystyrene is relatively unreactive so particle
biosensor synthesis is often done on functionalized latex particles
that, in addition to surface phenyl groups, have some concentration of more reactive surface groups (e.g., carboxyl or amino).27
Quantifying the amount and binding energies of each site would
provide insight into more efficient strategies for sensor synthesis.
High-resolution adsorption isotherms on such surfaces with an
appropriate probe molecule should allow phenomenological
insight into this problem.
Here we employ the triphenylmethane dye Malachite Green
(MG) as a probe molecule to study surfaces of plain, carboxylated, and hydroxylated polystyrene latex particles, denoted PPS,
cPPS, and hPPS, respectively, in an aqueous dispersion. MG is
a useful probe molecule (see Figure 1) for these particle surfaces
because at our experimental pH it is cationic as well as being
relatively polarizable. The former characteristic implies that MG
should experience significant electrostatic interaction with the
surface, while the later allows the possibility for adsorption via
van der Waals (vdW) interactions.
In this study we compare adsorption isotherms for this system
generated using both separation and ftSHG methods. We find,
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Figure 1. Structure of Malachite Green and schematic representation
of particle surfaces at pH 3.

in line with expectations, that the ftSHG isotherms (which
typically have 10× more data points than the separation
isotherms) allow us to quantitatively distinguish between the
goodness of fit of different phenomenological surface models
in a manner not often possible with other types of measurements.
We also find, once again in line with expectations, that isotherms
describing the adsorption of MG on cPPS and hPPS particles
are better described by a two-site Langmuir, while isotherms
describing adsorption on PPS particles are better described by
a single site. Taken together, the separation and ftSHG experiments allow the determination of both surface site energies and
absolute adsorbate densities.
2. Methods
2.1. Experimental Details. PPS (1.053 µm diameter), cPPS
(0.984 µm), and hPPS (0.915 µm) particles from Polysciences
Inc (Polybead Polystyrene, Carboxylate and Hydroxylate Microspheres) were used as received. We expect the surfaces of
PPS particles to expose a significant density of phenyl groups
along with some small number of sulfonate groups, while cPPS
and hPPS particles are expected to have significant concentrations of carboxyl/hydroxyl and phenyl and the same small
concentration of sulfonate groups.28 Malachite Green was
purchased in its carbinol form from Sigma Aldrich and also
used as received. Solutions were acidified with reagent grade
concentrated HCl and Millipore 18.2 MΩ‚cm grade water. All
experiments were conducted at pH ) 3. All glass and Teflon
bottles used in making solutions were cleaned by boiling in SC1
(30% H2O2, NH4OH, and H2O (1:1:4)) for 30 min, while optical
cuvettes used in the creation of UV-visible absorbance spectra
were cleaned with piranha solution (to avoid possible cuvette
etching in SC1).
Adsorption isotherms were generated by using a separation
protocol for PPS, cPPS, and hPPS with the particle separation
step accomplished via centrifugation. Samples with a particle
concentration of 109 particles/mL were prepared in Teflon
centrifuge tubes and centrifuged at 20 000 rpm for 15 min
(relative centrifugal force ) 36700g). Tests with these parameters suggested better than ∼90% particle removal efficiency.
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Figure 2. Absorbance spectrum of a 35 µmol solution of Malachite
Green at pH 3.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of flow through the SHG (ftSHG)
experimental setup. Our setup is slightly modified from ref 19.

For the centrifuged samples, moles absorbed were quantified
by using the measured absorbances (at 617 nm) of samples
containing MG with and without particles, the particle surface
area provided by Polysciences, and the experimentally determined absorption coefficient of MG at pH 3 and 617 nm. A 10
times larger concentration of particles in the separation protocol,
compared to the ftSHG experiments, was required to detect a
measurable change in optical absorbance.
To generate the SHG isotherms we used a system shown
schematically in Figure 3. This apparatus has been described
before,21 so will be only briefly reviewed here: a broadband,
tunable, mode-locked femtosecond Ti-sapphire laser system
(Millennium Xs and Tsunami 3955, Spectra-Physics Inc) was
used to generate 800 nm light. This light was focused onto the
sample jet and filtered to remove second harmonic generated
prior to the sample. After passing through the sample it was
collimated, filtered to remove the incident beam, focused into
a monochromator, and detected at 400 nm with a high gain
photomultiplier tube (R585, Hamamatsu) and a photon counter
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(SR400, Stanford Research Systems). Laser power at the sample
was 260 mW.
The sample delivery system was a particle reservoir (initial
particle concentration was 108 particles/mL) connected, via
Teflon tubing, to a metal nozzle just above the beam path,
collected via a metal funnel below the beam path and returned
to the reservoir. Sample was circulated through this loop with
use of a peristaltic pump and MG was added to the particle
reservoir with use of a computer controlled buret (CAT
Contiburette). Over the course of experiments on PPS, cPPS,
and hPPS the volume of fluid in the reservoir increased by less
than 5%. Data analysis with and without volume correction
indicated no difference between the two: results presented here
are model fits to data without volume correction. For each data
point collected in the experiment we counted for 20 s. After
counting we added an additional aliquot of MG to the reservoir,
waited 10 s for the system to equilibrate, and counted again.
2.2. Data Analysis. Measured SHG intensity (ISH) from
systems with interfacial adsorbates is known to depend on
adsorbate number, orientation, hyperpolarizability, and bulk and
interfacial refractive indices.14,15,29 For our system the bulk
refractive indices are similar at 400 and 800 nm (∼1.55 for PS
and 1.3 for water30,31) and the interfacial density of MG at
surface saturation is low relative to systems (e.g., LangmuirBlodgett monolayers) in which interfacial refractive index is
known to vary as a function of surface density.29 We therefore
expect any changes in interfacial refractive index with adsorption
to have a minor effect on our measured SH intensity. Our SH
frequency (400 nm) is close to resonance with the MG electronic
transition at 424 nm (see Figure 2). Prior work describing the
adsorption of MG at the surface of oil droplets in water has
shown no evidence for adsorption influencing the 424 nm
transition.32 We therefore follow prior workers 33 and argue that,
over the MG concentration range and utilizing the 800 nm
fundamental employed in this experiment, the molecular hyperpolarizability of MG is not likely to change as a function of
surface coverage.
This leaves us with a measured quantity that responds both
to the number of adsorbate molecules and their orientation. For
planar interfaces it has been demonstrated that it is possible to
choose a set of experimental conditions that ensure ISH is
relatively insensitive to orientation changes.34-37 However, no
such work has been done for colloidal interfaces. For the
construction of adsorption isotherms it is of little importance
whether MG absorbs in different orientations at different particle
surfaces. To interpret our isotherms in the usual manner it is
only necessary that MG orientation is not changing as a function
of surface coverage. We can assess the likelihood of this scenario
by examining the qualitative shapes of the measured ftSHG
isotherms.
To zeroeth order we imagine three possible shapes for
adsorption isotherms (see Figure 4). Option A is typically
interpreted as indicating monolayer, Langmuir-like adsorption,
option B as indicating multilayer adsorption, surface coverage
induced rearrangement, or multisite adsorption with wide
separation in site energies (e.g., this shape is commonly found
in acid/base titrations of aqueous solutions of polyprotic acids
or oxide surfaces38), and option C as possibly indicating
competitive adsorption. If adsorption at our particle surface
occurs as a monolayer we expect ISH to increase with increasing
initial concentration to some saturation value because of its
dependence on the number of MG molecules adsorbed. If
changes in orientation of adsorbed MG occur as a function of
the number of MG molecules at the colloidal particle surface
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Figure 4. Classes of adsorption isotherm. Type A is typically taken
to indicate monolayer adsorption. Type B is often interpreted as
indicating multilayer adsorption, multisite adsorption with wide separation in site energies or adsorbate induced conformation change. Type
C is more ambiguous but may indicate the presence of additional phases
in solution or surface poisoning.

(MGsurf), and these changes act to enhance SHG per molecule,
we would expect ISH to be enhanced at sufficiently high initial
concentration of MG, qualitatively similar to option B. If
changes in molecular orientation at high MGsurf act to diminish
SHG per molecule we expect a qualitative picture similar to
option C. Only if changes in ISH due to orientation are negative,
and of precisely equal magnitude to those due to increasing
MGsurf, would isotherm A result when changes in molecular
orientation as a function of surface coverage are important.
Because this scenario seems unlikely, and because our data were
in general of type A, we believe it reasonable to interpret SHG
isotherms that are similar to type A as being indicative of
monolayer adsorption and resulting solely from increases in
adsorbate number.
In the separation experiments, molecules adsorbed are
measured directly so data were fit to expressions of the form

N ) θNm

(1)

where N ) molecules adsorbed, Nm ) maximum number of
molecules adsorbed, and θ ) fractional surface coverage.
Following prior workers,21 ISH can be written

ISH ) Iback + (R + ξθeiφ)2 ≈ (ξθ)2

(2)

where Iback is the background contribution to the measurement,
R is the nonresonant coherent contribution to the nonlinear
polarization from water at the particle surface, ξ is the nonlinear
polarization associated with full surface coverage of MG, θ is
the surface coverage (a function of C, initial concentration),
and φ is the phase relationship between the R and ξ components
of the nonlinear polarization. Extensive testing suggested that
the signal from aqueous solutions of MG and the signal from
solutions containing bare particles were small relative to the
signal from the surface bound MG species (<2% of maximum
intensity). Furthermore, we saw no evidence for interference
(no departures from ISH ∝ (ξθ)2) between these two components
at low MG concentration. For this reason we fit the SHG data
using the simplification of eq 2 shown on the far right: we
assumed Iback and R are zero.
To interpret the data requires a phenomenological surface
model that relates the initial concentration of MG added to θ.
As with any fitting of a model to data, a good fit does not prove

that the model accurately captures the underlying phenomenon
nor does it suggest that other models (i.e., beyond those tested)
may not better describe the data. What a good fit does do is to
demonstrate that, of the models tested, the better fitting one is
a better description of the data. Data from all experiments were
fit with three different surface models: a classical Langmuir
model, a Langmuir model modified to allow for pairwise
adsorbate interaction, and a two-site Langmuir model (the model
assumptions, parameters, and references are described in Table
1). For reasons discussed at some length below, we argue that
the three models chosen are likely the simplest models that might
possibly describe the data. Two versions of each model were
employed, one of which assumed that the number of MG
molecules adsorbed was much less than the number remaining
in solution ([MGbulk] . [MGsurf]), and a generalized version
that did not make this assumption. This results in a total of six
attempted model fits for each experiment. It is important to note
that in the case of [MGbulk] . [MGsurf] each generalized model
reduces to its simplified version so any additional parameters
available in the generalized model (see Table 1) cannot be
determined with accuracy in the limit of small bulk concentration
depletion. For example, the maximum number of surface sites
(Nm) does not appear in the classical Langmuir model but does
in the generalized Langmuir (Lang and gLang in Table 1). If
the gLang model is fit to an experimental system in which
MGsurf , MGbulk, the Nm resulting from the model fit to the
data will be inaccurate.
To quantify the differences in goodness of fit between
different models fit to the same experimental data the reduced
chi squared (χ2red) of each fit was calculated.39 In the limit of
infinitely many data points with perfectly known error, and if
the chosen model correctly describes the data, the χ2red would
be 1. The closer to this limit, either with respect to number of
measurements or knowledge of error, the greater should be the
ability to distinguish quantitatively between different surface
models. On average each ftSHG isotherm contained ∼10× more
measurements than the separation experiments. Clearly these
larger data sets should allow knowledge of χ2red with much
greater precision for each attempted model fit and hence a much
enhanced ability to quantitatively distinguish appropriate models.
In our initial attempts at data analysis we observed some
dependence of model parameter(s) on initial guess(s). We
addressed this problem by testing model solutions to 5 00010 000 initial guesses (varying each model parameter over 4-5
orders of magnitude) and using those which produced the lowest
χ2red. All fitting was performed with the analysis and visualization software Igor Pro (Wavemetrics). For each minimization
we employed this program’s standard implementation of the
Marquadt-Levenberg algorithm. Two examples of the results
of this process, best fits to one of the ftSHG cPPS, and one of
the ftSHG PPS experiments are shown in Figure 5.
To calculate a χ2red for each model/experimental data pair an
estimate of error for each measurement is required. For the
ftSHG data we used the standard deviation associated with
photon counting for this purpose. In most cases this counting
error is likely an underestimate: there is likely some contribution
to the error from sample preparation. For experiments on planar
interfaces it is relatively easy to estimate the total error (sample
preparation, counting, optical alignment, laser intensity, etc.)
by comparing the signal from a sample to that of a relatively
stable reference (often a quartz crystal). Unfortunately, suspensions of particles scatter light in a different manner than either
crystals or bulk liquids, thus either of these media is, at best, a
mediocre reference.40 We made some attempts to check our
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TABLE 1: Surface Adsorption Modelsa
model type
Langmuir
(Lang)

1. no adsorbate interaction
2. single adsorption site
3. monolayer adsorption
4. [MGbulk] . [MGsurf]

generalized 1. no adsorbate interaction
Lang
2. single adsorption site
(gLang)
3. monolayer adsorption

interacting
Langmuir
(iLang)

( )

assumptions

equation

44

KeqC
55.5
θ)
KeqC
1+
55.5

(

C + Nm +

θ)

1. adsorbate interaction (dimer)
2. single adsorption site
3. monolayer adsorption
θ)
4. [MGbulk] . [MGsurf]

) x(

55.5
Keq

C + Nm +

( ) ( )
) x(

[(
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41

- 4CNm

this
work

C + Nm +

(

NmA
θ)
NmA + NmB

(

(

2

this
work

- 4CNm
+

) x(

55.5
Keq

C + Nm +

)

55.5
Keq

( ) ( )( )

)

C + NmA +

)

55.5
Keq

2Nm

C + Nm +

generalized 1. no adsorbate interaction
two-site
2. two adsorption sites
Langmuir
3. monolayer adsorption
(g2Lang)

2

KeqC
KeqC 2
55.5
55.5
+ 2Ki
Nm
KeqC
KeqC
1+
1+
55.5
55.5

(

1. no adsorbate interaction
2. two adsorption sites
3. monolayer adsorption
4. [MGbulk] . [MGsurf]

)

55.5
Keq

2Nm

generalized 1. adsorbate interaction (dimer)
55.5
interacting 2. single adsorption site
C + Nm +
Keq
Langmuir
3. monolayer adsorption
θ
)
(giLang)

two-site
Langmuir
(2Lang)

ref

2

]

2

- 4CNm

Ki
2Nm
45

KeqAC
KeqBC
NmB
55.5
55.5
+
NmA + NmB
KeqAC
KeqBC
1+
1+
55.5
55.5

) x(

55.5
KeqA

C + NmA +

55.5
KeqA

)

2

- 4CNmA

2
55.5KeqBNmB
θ)
CKeqBNmB - NmANmBKB + KeqBNmB
KeqA
111 + CKeqB - NmAKB -

55.5KeqB
+ KeqB
KeqA

+

x(
x(

C + NmA +

C + NmA +

55.5
KeqA

55.5
KeqA

)

2

)

2

- 4CNmA

- 4CNmA

)

this
work
(NmA + NmB)-1

a Mathematical forms of the surface adsorption models, and the assumptions involved in their derivation. The generalized two-site model we
employed allows an arbitrary relationship between [MGbulk] and [MGsurf] with respect to only one of the surface sites. The variables employed in
the equations are as follows: θ ) fractional surface coverage, C ) initial bulk concentration of MG, Keq ) equilibrium constant of adsorption, KeqA
) equilibrium constant of adsorption with respect to site A, KeqB ) equilibrium constant of adsorption with respect to site B, Ki ) equilibrium
constant with respect to surface interaction, Nm ) maximum moles of adsorbed MG per unit volume, NmA ) maximum number of adsorbed moles
of MG at site A per unit volume, and NmB ) maximum number of adsorbed moles of MG at site B per unit volume (for two-site models NmA +
NmB ) Nm). C is the independent variable in all fits.

measurements vs the SH signal in our setup from bulk water
but have no expectation that this is an ideal reference. We
expect, therefore, that our SH error will be underestimated and
that, as a result, the χ2red will be too high. However, as we are
principally interested in the best model description of data for
a given experiment, and we expect this additional error to be
random, every model fit is expected to overestimate χ2red in a
similar manner and this problem seems unlikely to be significant.
We estimated the error for each point in the separation
experiments on the basis of replicate measurements.
To summarize, we analyzed our data as follows: for each
experiment we applied each of the six models, for each model
attempting 5 000-10 000 different initial guesses. Next, for each
model we chose the initial parameters that produced the lowest
χ2red. This gave us six possible solutions (one for each model)
for each experiment. Attempts to fit a particular model to
replicate experiments of MG adsorbed on the same particle type
would produce the same χ2red (if we knew the error accurately
and had the same number of data points for each experiment).
We thus averaged the χ2red for the fit of each model type to each
replicate experiment. The model that produced the lowest
average value of χ2red over replicate experiments on a given
particle type was taken to be the best (see Table 2).

Having chosen the best fitting model, the next step is to
evaluate that model’s parameters. We calculated our best guess
for a model parameter, in fitting data to a particular experiment,
by averaging all values of that parameter for solutions within
0.001 of the minimum in χ2red. We then averaged the value for
the given parameter attained from fitting to replicate experiments
on the same system. These results are reported in Tables 3 and
4. This approach is equivalent to assuming that all fits of a given
model to a particular system (e.g., all fits of the two-site
Langmuir model to the cPPS experiments) were equally good.
We analyzed parameter uncertainty in this manner because our
use of a model that is nonlinear in its parameters and our
difficulty in finding a stable external reference made both error
estimates from local curvature of the χ2 surface and/or from
Monte Carlo simulations of the data difficult.
For some fraction of our ftSHG experiments (one experiment
on hPPS and one on PPS particles) we found that there was
relatively large (and physically implausible) variation in model
parameters for the best fit solutions. Often in these cases the
standard deviation of a particular parameter was larger than the
value of the parameter itself. In general, these fitting difficulties
occurred with experiments with relatively fewer data points than
others. We therefore assumed that this large deviation in model
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Figure 5. (a) Fits of simplified versions of the classical Langmuir,
interacting Langmuir, and two-site Langmuir models to one of the
ftSHG experiments describing adsorption of MG on cPPS particles and
the corresponding data. Also shown is the square of the adsorbate
density measured in one of the cPPS separation experiments, residuals
of the fits of the two site and classical Langmuir models to the ftSHG
data as well as the surface coverage of the individual sites in the two
site model as a function of initial concentration of MG. (b) Fits of
generalized versions of the classical Langmuir, interacting Langmuir,
and two-site Langmuir models to one of the ftSHG MG adsorption on
PPS experiments and the corresponding data. Also shown is the square
of the adsorbate density measured in one of the MG on PPS separation
experiments.

parameter values was caused by a lack of precision in the
determination of χ2red, i.e., an undersampling of χ2 space by the
data, and did not consider these results further.
3. Results and Discussion
In general, we wish to answer two questions from these
experiments. First, what is the best model for each particle type
(in particular is there evidence that a two-site model offers a
better description of MG adsorption at particle surfaces likely
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to have two adsorption sites)? Second, how precise is our
knowledge of the parameters gleaned from this best model? The
first question is addressed by calculating the χ2red of each model
fit to all experiments and averaging the χ2red for all fits of a
particular model to all experiments on a particular particle type.
Cursory inspection of these results, shown in Table 2, leads
to several immediate observations. First, for ftSHG experiments
on cPPS and hPPS particles there is no difference between
generalized versions of our models and simplified versions that
assume [MGbulk] . [MGsurf]. This observation suggests that for
these systems [MGbulk] . [MGsurf] and that application of the
generalized models with the hope of gaining extra parameters
is not appropriate. Second, it is clear that, to within one standard
deviation in χ2red, the two-site model is a better description of
the data than either the classical Langmuir or the interacting
Langmuir for MG adsorption on cPPS and hPPS particles. The
analysis of ftSHG measurements of MG adsorption on PPS
particles leads to markedly different conclusions. For this system
the generalized models appear to be consistently favored over
the simplified models, arguing that in this case [MGbulk] ≈
[MGsurf]. In addition, for the MG on PPS system, it is clear
that the classical Langmuir model offers the best description of
the data. The model fits suggest that for the cPPS and the
hPPS systems [MGbulk] . [MGsurf] while for the PPS system
[MGbulk] ∼ [MGsurf]. This model result is internally consistent,
on average the adsorption on PPS is more energetically favored.
Prior studies of the MG on PPS system41 have reported that, in
a comparison between a generalized and a simplified Langmuir
model, the generalized was superior, in agreement with our
findings. However, in that work no attempt to quantify this
difference was made.
The averaged χ2red values tabulated in Table 2 give us a
quantitative measure of the goodness of fit to each type of
model. We can see these differences qualitatively by comparing
the fits of simplified versions of the model to a cPPS experiment
(Figure 5a) and generalized versions of the models to a PPS
experiment (Figure 5b). Comparing these two results highlights
that the two-site model is a markedly better fit for the cPPS
case over the entire concentration range (for fit residuals see
Figure 5a) while all models appear to be equivalent for the PPS.
One set of separation data for cPPS and one for PPS particles
is also shown in Figure 5 for comparison purposes.
Our attempts to interpret our separation experiments are
considerably less conclusive (Table 2). We expect to be able to
determine χ2red less precisely, and therefore have less ability to
distinguish between different surface models, for the separation
experiments than the ftSHG for two reasons: generally the
ftSHG experiments have 10× more data points and, while
precise minimum error estimates for the ftSHG experiments are
relatively straightforward, precise error estimates (of any kind)
for the separation experiments are not. That said, it is clear that
none of the simplified versions of our models describe MG
adsorption on any particle for these experiments. We conclude
from this result that [MGbulk] is of order [MGsurf] for all
separation experiments. For example, at 1 µM initial concentration of MG in both the cPPS and PPS systems (examples shown
in Figure 5a and 5b) ∼90% of the MG initially added to solution
is adsorbed. Over the range of initial concentrations employed
in both experiments the amount found on the surface is never
less than 10% of that initially added. This difference between
the ftSHG and separation experiments is consistent with the
fact that the particle concentration used in the separation
experiments was ∼10× higher than that used in the ftSHG.
Panels a and b of Figure 5 also show one separation experiment
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2 for Model Fits to SHG and Separation Experimentsa
TABLE 2: χred

assumption
particle type (no. of exp)/exp type
cPPS(3)/ftSHG
hPPS(2)/ftSHG
PPS(3)/ftSHG
cPPS(2)/sep
hPPS(2)/sep
PPS(2)/sep

Lang

gLang

iLang

giLang

2Lang

g2Lang

[MGbulk] . [MGsurf]

NA

[MGbulk] . [MGsurf]

NA

[MGbulk] . [MGsurf]

NA

11.3 ( 5.2
6.0 ( 0.1
18.1 ( 9.4
NA
NA
NA

11.4 ( 5.3
6.0 ( 0.1
6.9 ( 0.3
26.2 ( 4.9
2.0 ( 0.6
1.4 ( 0.3

11.6 ( 5.3
6.1 ( 1.1
15.0 ( 6.5
7800 ( 0.3
2270 (7 9
863 ( NA

11.6 ( 5.3
6.1 ( 1.1
11.9 ( 7.6
23.9 ( 4.2
4.8 ( 1.8
1.02 ( 0.3

1.6 ( 0.8
2.5 ( 0.3
18.5 ( 8.0
NA
NA
NA

1.6 ( 1.0
2.5 ( 0.4
18.6 ( 10.2
60.4 ( 66.7
3.3 ( 1.1
27.5 ( 36.7

a
Reported values are averages ( one standard deviation. NA on this table indicates experimental analyses for which no physically valid fit to
the data could be found.
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TABLE 3: Model Parameters for Fits to SHG Dataa
particle type

∆GA, kJ/mol

∆GB, kJ/mol

NmA/Nm, %

NmB/Nm, %

Nm, sites/cm2

hPPS
cPPS

-43.7(-0.2/+0.3)
-40.3(-0.8/+1.2)

-54.6((0.2)
-51.7(-0.9/+1.3)

84 ( 1
65 ( 3

16 ( 1
35 ( 3

NA
NA

PPS

-48.8(-1.2/2.3)

NA

NA

NA

5.4 × 1013((2.4 × 1013)

a NA on this table indicates parameters not applicable to the model that best describes the PPS data. PPS maximum adsorbate density as a
function of surface area is calculated by multiplying the maximum adsorbate concentration, a model parameter, by the specific surface area of the
suspension. The specific surface area is calculated from particle size information furnished by the manufacturer.

TABLE 4: Nm Inferred from Separation Experiments
2

particle type

Nm sites/cm

hPPS
cPPS
PPS

5.9 × 1013((2.5 × 1013)
6.8 × 1013((1.4 × 1013)
4.0 × 1013((2.7 × 1013)

on cPPS and PPS particles, respectively. While no fits to these
data are shown in the figures, it is clear by inspection that the
ability to justify the application of the two-site model to the
cPPS particles would require many more data points than
collected in the typical separation experiment.
Having determined the models providing the best fits to the
ftSHG generated isotherms we proceeded to examine the model
parameters generated from each of the fits (Table 3). Inspection
of these model parameters suggests several characteristics for
the MG on hPPS and cPPS systems. First, fits to multiple
experiments produce site energies that are statistically distinguishable (i.e., the error bars on the quantities in Table 3 do
not overlap). Second, site energies resulting from the two-site
fits are also physically distinguishable: the difference between
the site energies for a given particle type is significantly greater
than thermal energy (kT). For example, for MG adsorption on
cPPS ∆Gads ) -40.3 and -51.7 kJ/mol for sites A and B,
respectively. By comparison kT under these conditions is 2.4
kJ/mol. For the experiments on PPS particles we calculated a
single surface energy of -48.8 kJ/mol and a site density of
5.4 × 1013 molecules/cm2. Both the site energy and density
differ from previous studies of this system, Wang et al.21 and
Eckenrode et al.23 at pH 4, which found -51.8 kJ/mol and
2.6 × 1013 molecules/cm2 and -51.7 kJ/mol and 3.71 × 1013
molecules/cm2 respectively. In general these differences fall
within experimental error but it is worth noting that both particle
surface characteristics and MG protonation state are expected
to differ as a function of pH and these changes may contribute
to the observed differences.
It is possible to rationalize the conclusion that there are two
kinds of adsorption sites for the cPPS and hPPS particles and
only one kind of site on the PPS particles based on what is
known about the bulk chemistry of each particle type. As
described by the manufacturer, all particles contain trace
amounts of sulfonate-containing surfactant and the hPPS and
cPPS particles are formed by a combination of polystyrene and

a polymer rich in the desired functional group. While the surface
concentration of each species has not been measured, the bulk
concentration of carboxyl and hydroxyl groups (in cPPS or hPPS
particles) is 5-10 mmol/L while the concentration of sulfontate
groups (in cPPS, hPPS, and PPS particles) is 2.5-5 µmol/ L.42
The significantly lower bulk sulfonate concentration suggests
that there may simply not be enough sulfonate groups at the
PPS particle surface for such sites to be quantitatively important
in describing MG adsorption. If this is true then it argues that
adsorption of MG on PPS particles likely occurs only at phenyl
groups while adsorption on hPPS/cPPS particles occurs at
hydroxyl/carboxyl groups in addition to phenyl groups. We
expect that the adsorption energy of MG at phenyl groups might
be different at different particle surfaces (because the orientation
and packing density of phenyls may change with molecular
environment43). However, it seems reasonable to suggest that
the variability in MG adsorption energy at phenyl groups be
less than the variability in MG adsorption energy at carboxyl/
hydroxyl groups. If this is the case the type B sites on cPPS
and hPPS particles are likely phenyl groups while the A sites
are the hydroxyl or carboxyl groups. It is worth noting that there
are other possible means of rationalizing our model results. We
have shown only that for cPPS and hPPS particles a surface
model with two noninteracting sites better explains MG adsorption data than a model with one site or a model with one site
and adsorbate-adsorbate interaction. On the basis of the
synthetic procedure used in fabrication of these colloids it seems
most likely that these two sites reflect surface chemical
functional group heterogeneity.
Our results are, however, also consistent with a more
complicated scenario in which multilayer adsorption occurs on
cPPS and hPPS (where the second adsorption site is adsorption
of MG on MG) but not on PPS particles. For such multilayer
adsorption to be consistent with our data adsorbate molecules
in the first and second layer would have to be similarly oriented
relative to the surface, otherwise some decrease in ISH (such as
for binary mixtures of acetone and water36) would be expected
at high [MGbulk], and ∆Gads for adsorption of MG on MG would
have to be relatively similar to that of MG on polystyrene,
otherwise our results would more closely resemble the Type B
isotherm in Figure 4. Given our knowledge of the colloid
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TABLE 5: Site Densities of MG Adsorptiona
2

particle type

NmA, sites/cm

hPPS
cPPS

5.0 × 1013((2.1 × 1013)
4.4 × 1013((9.1 × 1012)

9.4 × 1012((4.0 × 1012)
2.4 × 1013((4.9 × 1012)

particle type

Nm,SHG, sites/cm2

Nm,SEP, sites/cm2

PPS

5.4 ×

1013((

2.4 ×

NmB, sites/cm

2

1013)

4.0 × 1013((2.7 × 1013)
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a
For PPS particles Nm,SHG indicates the site density calculated from
the SHG experiments while Nm,SEP indicates that measured in the
separation.

synthesis (in particular the fact that the functionalized latex
particles are a mixture of polystyrene and some other functional
group bearing polymer) the relatively simpler conclusion of
surface chemical functional group heterogeneity (and monolayer
adsorption of MG) seems substantially more likely. As discussed
earlier our results may also be consistent with more complicated
surface models: principally one- or two-site models that assign
a distribution (of varying complexity) of site energies to each
adsorption site. In reality adsorption is likely characterized by
such a distribution of energies for chemically identical sites (one
possible mechanism might be a distribution in orientation of
particle surface functional groups43). However, we did not
attempt to use such models in describing our data for two
reasons. First we wanted to limit the number of free parameters
for each of the fits to data as much as possible to facilitate the
ability to resolve χ2red differences between models. Second, for
a distribution of site energies to influence our qualitative
conclusions (e.g., cause us to mistake two-site adsorption for
one) the distribution of adsorption energies for a single
functional group would have to be of order of the difference in
adsorption energies for chemically different functional groups.
This scenario seemed unlikely.
If our tentative identification of each of the surface sites on
this particle is accurate, then the relative site densities for each
particle type are an indicator of the relative amount of each
polymer at the particle surface, and give insight into the
effectiveness of the particle synthesis in imparting surface
functionality. However, placing limits on the ability to functionalize these particles by the attachment of other molecules
to carboxyl or hydoxyl groups requires that we actually quantify
the density of these groups at the surface. As discussed above
for the ftSHG experiments, [MGbulk] . [MGsurf]. In this situation
the generalized two-site Langmuir model reduces to its simplified version and we can only estimate relative amounts of the
two sites. To quantify site densities on the hPPS and cPPS
particles requires use of the separation data.
Cursory inspection of Table 2 suggests that it is impossible
to choose a best model for description of data from the
separation experiments (i.e., given the error estimates for χ2red
we cannot distinguish the best fitting model for any of the three
experimental systems). However, the parameter Nm, the total
number of molecules on the surface at saturation, appears in
each of the model treatments of the separation experiments. We
therefore averaged the Nm from the generalized models and
report these data in Table 4. Put another way, we have assumed
that the Nm calculated in each generalized model is equally valid
(recall that for the separation experiment no single model stood
out as providing the best fit to the data), and that the deviation
of each of these estimates from the true value of Nm is random.
To within our measurement precision the density of surface sites
on each particle type is the same. Knowing Nm (total number
of surface sites) for the hPPS and cPPS particles we can
calculate the density of each type of surface group (Table 5).
This information is of use should one desire to functionalize

these particles. For instance, in an application requiring the
attaching of a polypeptide via an amide bond to a carboxyl
group, 4.4 × 1013 molecules/cm2 would be the maximum
attachment density attainable on cPPS. The Nm for MG adsorbed
on PPS particles was already obtained by model fit to the ftSHG
data and agrees with the Nm measured from the separation
experiments to within the estimated precision.
Prior work describing the adsorption of MG on PPS,
sulfonated PPS, and aminated PPS particles observed a trend
in adsorption energies that could be rationalized by electrostatic
arguments: adsorption of cationic MG on nominally negative
sulfonated PPS particles was most favorable, followed by
adsorption on neutral, i.e., PPS, and positively charged particles,
i.e., aminated PPS.23 We observed no such trend in our results:
cPPS particles are expected to be nominally negative while PPS
and hPPS are both expected to be neutral. The differences
between the studies may possibly be explained by the different
pH we employed (pH 3 to 4) but may also be a function of the
model chosen to describe the surface: Eckenrode et al.23 used
a single-site, generalized Langmuir model to extract surface
characteristics from isotherms describing MG adsorption on
sulfonated and aminated PPS particles. On the basis of the results
presented here it may be worthwhile to revisit that analysis for
these relatively complex surfaces.
4. Conclusion
Colloids in aqueous suspension are of interest to a variety of
fundamental and applied problems and often have chemically
heterogeneous surfaces. This heterogeneity often makes it
difficult to understand adsorption at colloid surfaces as it
provides multiple mechanisms by which even physisorption
might occur. While it is thus important to quantify the relative
density and adsorption energies of multiple adsorption sites on
the colloid surface, this measurement is difficult. Here we
demonstrate that with the creation of high resolution adsorption
isotherms this information can be inferred with relatively high
precision from relatively simple measurements.
We here create adsorption isotherms of the MG/latex particle
system using the ftSHG and separation techniques. The ftSHG
technique differs from the separation technique principally in
allowing the collection of isotherms with many data points due
to the ability to automate both sample creation and measurement.
In addition, because of the inherent surface sensitivity of SHG,
the ftSHG technique may be used to create isotherms of
relatively sparse surface species. We find that our ftSHG
isotherms allow us to quantitatively distinguish between the
appropriateness of several different surface models. This type
of analysis is not possible for our, and virtually all, isotherms
generated by using conventional, separation techniques.
After determination of the best fitting model we find, in
agreement with our expectations, that PPS particles have one
adsorption site (probably surface phenyl groups) while cPPS
and hPPS particles have two (most likely surface carboxyl and
hydroxyl groups, respectively, in addition to the phenyls). We
expect these site densities (see Table 5) to be of use to those
interested in efficiently functionalizing these particles for
biotechnology applications. This study also suggests that it may
be useful, when possible, to conduct ftSHG and separation
experiments in parallel: that the methods provide complementary information.
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